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General homotopy continuation and bifurcation results are discussed and proved
for a class of semiflows. These results and further Conley homotopy index methods
are applied to obtain a type of global bifurcation for periodic solutions of second
order ordinary differential equations.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the bifurcation and multiplicity of solutions to
the parameter dependent ordinary differential equation
u"+*u& g(*, x, u)=0 (1)
with periodic boundary conditions
u(0)&u(2?)=u$(0)&u$(2?)=0. (2)
Suppose g # C(R_[0, 2?]_R, R), g= g(*, x, s), is continuously differen-
tiable in the third variable s, and g(*, x, 0)= gs(*, x, 0)=0. A necessary
condition that (*, 0) be a bifurcation point for (1), (2) is that * is an eigen-
value of the problem
u"+*u=0
(3)
u(0)&u(2?)=u$(0)&u$(2?)=0;
thus *=n2 for some n # N*=[0, 1, 2, ...]. The problem (1), (2) is varia-
tional in form and if g(*, x, u) has the form g(*, x, u)=*f (x, u) it follows
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from a famous result of Krasnosel’skii [6] that this is also sufficient for
(*, 0) to be a bifurcation point. If SturmLiouville boundary conditions are
imposed on (1) instead of periodic ones, then each eigenvalue has multi-
plicity one and not only does each eigenvalue of the linear problem
produce a bifurcation point, but it was shown by P. H. Rabinowitz that
there is a global continuum of solutions branching from each bifurcation
point [7]; this result is based upon a LeraySchauder degree argument. It
has a very general extension [7] under the hypothesis that the associated
linear eigenvalue problem has odd multiplicity. The even multiplicity of the
eigenvalues 1, 4, 9, ... of (3) precludes the application of this global result to
any bifurcation points of (1), (2) except the first. By the implicit function
theorem a necessary condition for bifurcation at (**, 0) is that ** be an
eigenvalue of the linearized problem. It is easy to construct nonvariational
equations (in R2, in fact) which have no bifurcation at an eigenvalue of the
linearized problem. Krasnosel’skii’s theorem and its extensions ([6, 2, 8])
show that under very general conditions this necessary condition is
sufficient for variational equations. However, an example of Bo hme [2]
(also in [12]) shows that even for variational problems there need not be
a continuum of nontrivial solutions meeting a bifurcation point when the
eigenspace of the linearized problem has even multiplicity. Indeed, Bo hme’s
example is finite dimensional, being in two dimensions. Thus without
special structure it is not possible to deduce global results from local bifur-
cation at an eigenvalue of even multiplicity, even for variational equations.
In this paper we impose sign and growth conditions on the nonlinearity in
(1) and show that by using the Rybakowski extension of Conley index
methods we can deduce global results for (1), (2) from local bifurcation.
The parameterized boundary value problem (1), (2) is the problem for
stationary solutions to the semilinear parabolic problem obtained by
setting the left hand side of (1) equal to ut, obtaining
uxx+*u& g(*, x, u)=ut
(4)
u(2?, t)&u(0, t)=ux(2?, t)&ux(0, t)=0.
We use homotopy index theory ([3, 10]) to study the parameter
dependent family of semiflows generated by the parabolic problem (4).
There is a continuum Ck of full bounded solutions bifurcating from each
point (k2, 0), k # N*. By assuming conditions on g(*, x, u) which imply that
the bifurcating family (*, u(x, t)) is all on one side of *=k2, and some
additional conditions, we are able to use homotopy index continuation
arguments to show that the bifurcating continuum of full bounded solu-
tions extends globally. Moreover, the stationary solutions in the continuum
Ck preserve the nodal properties of the solutions to the linearized problem
(1), (2) at the bifurcation point (k2, 0). Thus the stationary solutions in Ck
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have 2k zeros in the interval [0, 2?). It is in this sense that we have
a global bifurcation for (1), (2); we have not shown that the bifurcating
equilibria form a continuum, but that they are contained in a global
continuum of full bounded solutions to the parabolic equation and the
nodal properties are preserved globally. It follows that these continua
cannot intersect. Moreover, if the bifurcation is, say, to the right of k2, and
if appropriate bounds on Ck are obtained, it follows that for each *>k2
there is a solution of (1), (2) with exactly 2k simple zeros in [0, 2?)
(Theorem 5).
In Section 2 we state and prove a general bifurcation and continuation
theorem for semiflows; this result is applied in Section 3 to semiflows
associated with (4) as the first step in the proof of our main results.
2 HOMOTOPY CONTINUATION AND BIFURCATION
FOR SEMIFLOWS
Let X be a real Banach space with norm & }&, and B(0, r)=
[x # X : &x&<r]. Let J=[a, b] be a compact interval of real numbers
containing the number +0 in its interior. If ? is a local semiflow on X and
E is an isolated invariant set in the flow ? for which the homotopy
(Conley) index is defined, we will denote this index in the usual way by
h(?, E). Let ?+ , + # J, be a continuous family of (local) semiflows on X. We
assume there is a line of trivial solutions, that is, there is q # X such that
?+(t)q=q for all t0 and + # J.
Definition 1. We will say that the pair (+0 , q) # J_X is a bifurcation
point if for every =>0 there is a pair (+, x) # J_X with x{q and such that
there is a full ?+ -solution _=_(t) through x satisfying
&_(t)&q&+|+&+0 |<= for all t # R.
Notice that if _(t) is a full solution through x (i.e., _(t) is a solution for
all t # R, with _(0)=x), and _(t0)= y, then \(t)=_(t+t0) is a full solution
through y. By a full bounded solution, or FBS, we mean a full solution _(t)
such that
sup
t # R
&_(t)&<.
The reader is referred to [13, 10], and [4] for background.
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Let
S*=[(+, x) : there is a full bounded solution for ?+ through x]
S0=[(+, x) # S* : x{0]
and let
S=S 0 .
Theorem 2. Assume: (1) Each ?+ , + # J, is asymptotically smooth.
(2) Each bounded open set in X is strongly admissible for the family
[?+ : + # [a, b]]. (3) There is a q # X such that ?+(t) q=q for all + # J and
t0, and (+, q) is not a bifurcation point for +{+0 . (4) h(?a , [q]){
h(?b , [q]).
Then (c1): For all =>0 there exists (+, x) # J_X, x{q, and a full
?+ -solution _ through x satisfying &_(t)&q&+|+&+0 |<= for all t # R; that
is, (+0 , q) is a bifurcation point. (c2): Let C denote the component of S
containing (+0 , q); then either C is unbounded or else C meets [a, b]_X.
This theorem is a correction of Theorem 4 in [13]; there it was not
assumed that +0 is the only bifurcation point in [a, b]. It was instead only
assumed that [q] is an isolated invariant set for each ?+ , +{+0; this is too
weak to reach the conclusion, as the example below shows. The author
would like to express his thanks to K. P. Rybakowski for providing weaker
version of the theorem given here, and for the following example, which
shows the original condition (3) in Theorem 4 [13] was inadequate.
Example. Let ?+ be the flow generated on X=R by the ordinary
differential equation
x$=&x2(x&c(+))
where c : R  R is a nonnegative continuous function. Then ?+ is asymp-
totically smooth, its maximal invariant set is the closed interval [0, c(+)]
and [0] is an isolated invariant set for each ?+ . The index of [0] is 0 if
c(+)>0 and 0 if c(+)=0.
Now choose the continuous function c so that c(+)>0 if + # (1, 2) _
(4, 6) and c(+)=0 otherwise. Let a=0 and b=5. Then for +0=3 all
hypotheses of Theorem 4 in [13] are satisfied (with q=0) but (+0 , 0) is
not a bifurcation point.
On the other hand, letting +0=1 we see that (+0 , 0) is a bifurcation
point but the component C of S containing (+0 , 0) is the set of all (+, x)
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such that 1+2 and 0xc(+). Thus C is bounded but does not meet
[a, b]_X.
Proof of Theorem (c1). Assumption (3) implies that [q] is an isolated
invariant set for ?+ , +{+0 , and that its index is constant on [a, +0) and
on (+0 , b]. Therefore the proof of (c1) given in [13] works with the
current hypotheses.
(c2): Suppose C is bounded. It then follows that C must be compact; the
proof given in [13] is correct and will not be repeated here.
Now suppose C is not only bounded but does not meet [a, b]_X. We
need the following.
Lemma 3. There is a bounded open set U in [a, b]_X such that
C/U, U & S=< and (cl U)+=< for + # [a, b].
Proof. Since C is compact there is a $>0 such that the distance
dist(C, [a, b]_X )=dist(P1C, [a, b])>$, where P1 is the projection
(+, x) [ +. Let W be the open $-neighborhood of C (in [a, b]_X ). It is
easily seen that K=S & cl W is compact. By Whyburn’s separation lemma
[15] there are disjoint compact sets A and B such that K=A _ B, C/A
and S & W/B. Since A & W/S & W/B it follows that A & W=<
so A/W. Choose an open set V such that A/V and cl V & B=<. Then
U=W & V satisfies all the desired properties.
Since U is open, there is an r>0 such that a<+0&r<+0+r<b and
(+, x) # U whenever |+&+0 |r and x # cl B(q, r).
By hypothesis (3) there is an r0>0, r0<r, such that cl B(q, r0) is a
?+ -isolating neighborhood of [q] for all + # [a, b] with |+&+0 |r. Set
V=[a, b]_B(q, r0) and O=U _ V. We prove that O satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem 2 in [13]. Let (+, x) # cl O and suppose there is a
full solution _ through x of ?+ such that (+, _(t)) # cl O for all t # R. We
have to prove that (+, x)  O. Assume the contrary. Then we have two
cases:
(1) (+, x) # U"V. Then x{q so (+, x) # S, that is, (+, x) # S & U,
a contradiction.
(2) (+, x) # V"U. Then |x&q|=r0 and so it easily follows that
(+, _(t)) # S for all t # R, even though we may have _(t)=q for some t>0.
Again we conclude that (+, _(t))  U so (+, _(t))  cl U for all t # R.
Hence (+, _(t)) # cl V; that is, _(t) # cl B(q, r0) for all t # R. Since we must
have |+&+0 |r (otherwise (+, x) # U) this implies that _(t)#q, so x=q,
a contradiction.
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Now Theorem 2 in [13] implies that h(?+ , O+) is defined and inde-
pendent of + # [a, b]. However, by the above lemma,
h(?a , Oa)=h(?a , B(q, r0)){h(?b , B(q, r0))=h(?b , Ob),
a contradiction. The theorem is proved.
3. GLOBAL RESULT ON PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
We now state and prove our main result. Let * # R be a parameter and
consider the family of second order ordinary differential equations
uxx+*u& g(*, x, u)=0, for 0<x<2?, (5)
with 2?-periodic boundary conditions
u(0)&u(2?)=u$(0)&u$(2?)=0. (6)
The linear problem with g=0 has first eigenvalue of multiplicity one, and
all others of even multiplicity (two). Thus the global bifurcation result of
[7] does not apply at higher eigenvalues, although variational results do.
By a theorem of Krasnosel’skii [6] (see also [2] and [8]) we have
Theorem 4. Suppose f # C1([0, 2?]_R, R), g= g(*, x, s)=*f (x, s), with
f (x, 0)=0 and fs(x, 0)=0 for all x # [0, 2?]. Then each point (k2, 0),
k # N*=[0, 1, 2, ...] is a bifurcation point of (5), (8).
This can also be proven as an application of the methods of this paper
and the fact that the problem is variational in form; see [10]. The idea
behind this is evident in the proof of our first result on (5), (6).
In the sequel let H 12? denote the Hilbert space of absolutely continuous
functions u on [0, 2?] satisfying u(0)=u(2?) with u$ # L2(0, 2?). For
u # H 12? let Pu :=(12?) 
2?
0 u(x) dx. We take as inner product in H
1
2?
(u, v) =Pu } Pv+|
2?
0
u$(x) v$(x) dx.
We now consider
u"+*u& g(*, x, u)=0
(7)
u(0)&u(2?)=u$(0)&u$(2?)=0
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Throughout this paper we always assume:
(g1) Suppose g= g(*, x, s) is continuous on R_[0, 2?]_R and
locally Lipshitz in s, uniformly with respect to (*, x) in compact sets,
g(*, x, 0)=0 for all x # [0, 2?], * # R, and
lim
|s|  0
g(*, x, s)
s
=0,
uniformly with respect to (*, x) in compact sets.
We associate with (7) the semiflows in H 12? generated by the reaction-
diffusion equations
ut=uxx+*u& g(*, x, u), (t, x) # R_[0, 2?]
(8)
u(t, 0)&u(t, 2?)=ux(t, 0)&ux(t, 2?)=0
For each * # R this problem can be realized as a gradient equation in H 12?
and the full bounded solutions converge as t  \ to equilibria. We
denote the limit of a solution through  # H 12? as t  & by :() and the
limit as t   by |(). Let
S0=[(*, ) # R_H 12? : (8) has a FBS through  and 0  :(), 0  |()].
and
S=S 0 .
Thus S is the closure of the union of the orbits of all non-zero full boun-
ded solutions which do not have the zero function in their positive or
negative limit sets. Notice that this S0 is not defined in the same way
as was the S0 in Theorem 2 above. Now if *{k2, k # N*, (*, 0) is not a
bifurcation point for our family of semiflows, [0] is an isolated invariant
set for ?* , and the homotopy index h(?* , [0]) is defined and h(?* , [0])=
r, where r is the sum of the multiplicity of all eigenvalues less than *. By
a change of index argument, each (k2, 0), k # N*, is a bifurcation point of
(8) (see [10] or [13]). It follows that (k2, 0) # S for all k # N*. Let Ck
denote the maximal connected subset of S containing (k2, 0).
Let
G(*, x, s) :=|
s
0
g(*, x, t) dt.
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Theorem 5. Suppose (g1),
g(*, x, s) s>0 for s{0, (9)
and there is a number %>2 such that
%G(*, x, s)< g(*, x, s) s (10)
for all (*, x) # R_[0, 2?] and s{0. Then Ck is unbounded and contained in
[k2, )_H 12? , and meets R_[0] only at (k
2, 0). Moreover there is for each
* a number m(*), independent of k, such that &u(t, } )&m(*) if (*, u(t, } )) #
Ck . Moreover, if (*, e) # Ck and e{0 is an equilibrium (i.e., a solution of (7))
then e has 2k zeros in [0, 2?).
Proof. Let X = L2(0, 2?) and choose 12 < : < 1 so that X
:/
C1[0, 2?] & H 12? . Let ?* denote the semiflow in X
: generated by (8). It is
well known that the semiflows [?*] satisfy the abstract conditions imposed
in Theorem 2 (see [5, 4], or [10]). If (*, ) # S then there is a full bounded
solution _(t) through  with (*, _(t)) # S for all t # R. It follows from the
theory of parabolic flows that _(t) # X: for all t # R. It follows that if
S 0=[(*, ) # R_X: : ?* has a FBS through  and 0  :() _ |()]
then S 0=S0 and closure(S 0)=S. Using the Lyapunov functional
8(t ; u)=|
2?
0
1
2
|ux(x, t)| 2&
*
2
|u(x, t)| 2+G(*, x, u(x, t)) dx
we see that 8$(t)0 along solutions. It follows that the positive limit set
|(u) and the negative limit set :(u) of each full bounded solution consists
of equilibria only. Any full bounded solution u(x, t) must tend to equilibria
as t   and as t  &. If u(x, t) is not the trivial solution, at least one
of these equilibria must also be non-trivial. Thus we have bifurcation for
(7) at each *=*k=k2.
Using the fact that g(*, x, s)=o(s) as s  0 and a limiting argument, we
can see that if u( } , 0){0 and (*, u( } , t)) # Ck is for all t # R very close in
R_H 12? to (k
2, 0), and then u( } , t) is close to 0 in C1[0, 2?] also. It follows
that for each t # R, u( } , t) has exactly 2k zeros in [0, 2?), all of them simple.
Let Cb :=Cb(R, X:) denote the space of all bounded continuous functions
mapping R into X:, with the supremum norm. Let S2k denote the set of all
functions in X: which have 2k zeros in [0, 2?), all of them simple. Let S 2k
denote the set of all functions v # Cb with the properties that v(t) # S2k for
all t # R, :(v) and |(v) are compact sets, and :(v) _ |(v)/S2k . It is not
hard to show that each S 2k is open in Cb , and if for all t # R,
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(*, u( } , t)) # Ck "[(k2, 0)] is sufficiently close to (k2, 0), then u # S 2k . We
claim u # S 2k for all u # Cb with (*, u( } , 0)) # Ck "[(k
2, 0)].
Suppose (*, u( } , t)) # Ck is for all t # R so close to (k2, 0) that for all
t, u( } , t) has 2k zeros in [0, 2?). Then 0  :(u) _ |(u), and if y # :(u) _ |(u)
then y # S 2k . Thus there is a nontrivial solution y to (7) with y # S 2k .
But if y # S2k then y= y(x) has a multiple zero in [0, 2?), and, by unique-
ness of solutions to initial value problems for the differential equation
in (7), y=0, contradiction. Thus y # S2k . Now suppose there exists
(**, u*( } , 0)) # Ck with u*  S 2k . Of course, it follows that u*( } , t) # Ck for
all t # R. Now S 2k is open and Ck is connected so there must exist a
sequence (*n , un( } , 0)) # Ck , un # S 2k , with (*n , un)  (+, w) with w{0
and w  S 2k . If w(t1)  S 2k for some t1 , then un(t1)  S 2k for sufficiently
large n, contradiction. Suppose w(t) # S 2k for all t # R, and for some t1 ,
w(t1) # S2k . Let W(x, t)=w(t)(x); then there is an x1 # [0, 2?) such that
W(x1 , t1)=Wx(x1 , t1)=0. It follows from results of Angenent [1] that for
each t # R, Z(t) :=[x # [0, 2?) : W(x, t)=0] is a finite set, and for all
t0<t1<t2 , the number of points in Z(t0) is greater than the number in
Z(t2). But this implies that for sufficiently large n, the number of zeros of
un(t) must also drop as t varies from t0 to t2 , so that not both of un(t0) and
un(t2) can be in S2k . This again is a contradiction, so we must have
w(t) # S2k for all t # R. Thus if w  S 2k the only possibility is that
0 # :(w) _ |(w). Thus for all ’>0 there is an n0 # N such that for all nn0
there is a yn # :(un) _ |(un) with &yn&’. Now using the fact that
g(*, x, s)=o(s) as s  0 it is easy to show that whenever (*, e) # Ck and e
is an equilibrium, then for all =>0 there is a $>0 such that &e&$ implies
|*&k2|=. Applying this to (*n , yn) implies that *n  k2 as n  . But
then (+, w)=(k2, w), and Sturm’s comparison theorem implies w=0. This
contradiction shows that (*, u( } , 0)) # Ck , (u( } , 0){0) implies u # S 2k , as
claimed.
Now suppose (*, u( } , t)) # Ck"(R_[0]). Then u=u(x, t) is a full
bounded solution to (8). It follows from (10) that
lim
|s|  
g(*, x, s)
s
=
uniformly for (*, x) in compact sets. It follows from this that the problem
(8) has a constant positive strict super solution u >0 and a constant
negative strict subsolution u

<0. Since Ck is connected and meets (k2, 0),
this implies that Ck must lie in R_B (0, m*), m*=max(u , &u
), and we
deduce the existence of the numbers m(*) with m(*) :=m* for all *. Thus
by Theorem 2 Ck must meet [(k&1)2, (k+1)2]_X:. It follows that (7)
has a solution in S2k either for each * # [(k&1)2, k2] or else for each
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* # [k2, (k+1)2]. We can write g(*, x, s) in the form g(*, x, s)=h(*, x, s) s
with h continuous and h(*, x, s)>0 for s{0. Let
(*, u*) # Ck & S2k :=C k .
Now (7) can be written
uxx+(*&h(*, x, u)) u=0. (11)
Since *>*&h(*, x, u*(x)) for almost all x, by Sturm’s comparison
theorem the solutions to
,xx+*,=0 (12)
must have at least 2k+1 zeros in [0, 2?), and hence cl(C k) cannot meet
[k2]_X:, (again, it cannot meet the line of trivial solutions) and hence
*>k2. Thus cl(C k) meets [(k+1)2]_X:"[((k+1)2, 0)]. Therefore Ck /
[k2, )_H 12? , and these arguments also show that Ck meets R_[0] only
at (k2, 0).
It remains to show that Ck is unbounded in [k2, )_H 12? . For this we
use the flows ?* , the homotopy index theory, and a Morse equation.
Suppose Ck is bounded. Let _=_(t) be a non-trivial full bounded solu-
tion through  # H 12? for ?* , * # R. If 0{e # :() _ |() then e # S2p for
some p # N*. It follows from the arguments of the preceding paragraph that
*> p2. Now let r>0 and ’0>0 be so small that (i): the closed ball in X:
centered at the origin and of radius r, B (0, r), is an isolating neighborhood
of [0] for each ?* , k2&’0*k2, and (ii): B (0, r) is an isolating
neighborhood for each ?* , k2<*k2+’0 , and if e # B (0, r) is a nontrivial
equilibrium point for ?* then e # S2k . Let I* be the maximal invariant set
in B (0, r) for ?* . Then I*=[0] for k2&’0*<k2 and the homotopy
index h(?* , I*)=2k&1 (since the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces
less than * is 2k&1; see [10]). By continuation h(?* , I*)=2k&1 for
k2*k2+’0 also.
We want to decompose I* into Morse sets. For u # H 12? recall
Pu=(12?) 2?0 u(x) dx. For (*, u) # R_H
1
2? define the functional
8(*, u) :=
1
2
&u&2&
1
2
&Pu&2&|
2?
0
*
2
u2 dx+|
2?
0
G(*, x, u) dx.
For fixed *, the critical points of 8(*, } ) with respect to u are the equilibria
of ?* . Let u be an equilibrium for ?* . Then multiplying each side of the dif-
ferential equation in (7) by u and integrating over [0, 2?] yields
&u&2&&Pu&2&|
2?
0
*u2 dx+|
2?
0
g(*, x, u(x)) u(x) dx=0. (13)
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Now since g(*, x, s) s>%G(*, x, s), %>2, and G(*, x, s)0, it follows that
g(*, x, s) s>2G(*, x, s) for s{0. Hence for all nontrivial equilibria u it
follows from (13) that
8(*, u)<0=8(*, 0). (14)
For |*&k2|’0 the invariant set I* is readily seen to be compact, and ?*
is a two sided flow on I* . If u(t, } ) is a full bounded solution in I* then
(ddt) 8(*, u(t, } ))0 and it follows from (14) that [0] is a repeller in I* .
Let U*=I* "[0]. Then U* is open in I* and
A*=|(U*)= ,
t0
Cl(?*(U* , [t, ))
is an attractor in I* with corresponding repeller A**=[x # I* : |(x) &
A=<]=[0]. The repeller-attractor pair ([0], A*) forms a Morse decom-
position of I* ([11], or see [10])
Let Hq=Hq(X ) be the q th homology group of a space X, and let
;q=;q(X ) denote the rank of Hq ; ;q is a nonnegative integer or  and is
called the qth Betti number of X. If I is an isolated invariant set in a semi-
flow ? with homotopy index h(I ) then the formal Poincare polynomial
p(t, h(I )) is given by
p(t, h(I ))= :

q=0
;q(h(I )) } tq.
In general some of the coefficients may be infinite, but this has no effect on
our application. If (M1 , M2 , ..., Mn) is a Morse decomposition of an
isolated invariant set E then it was shown in [11] that there is a formal
polynomial Q(t)=q=0 dq } t
q with coefficients nonnegative integers or 
such that
:
n
j=1
p(t, h(Mj))= p(t, h(E))+(1+t) Q(t).
Thus for k2<*k2+’0 we have
p(t, h(?* , A*))+ p(t, h(?* , [0])= p(t, h(?* , I*))+(1+t) Q*(t) (15)
for some formal polynomial Q*(t) with nonnegative (or infinite) integer
coefficients. Now h((?* , [0]))=2k+1 and h(?* , I*)=2k&1, and Hq(n)
=0 for q{n, Hq(q)=Z, so ;q(n)=$nq . Hence from (15) we have
p(t, h(?* , A*))+t2k+1=t2k&1+(1+t) Q*(t)
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and since the coefficients of Q*(t) are all nonnegative integers (or infinite),
it follows that p(t, h(?* , A*)){0 and hence
h(?* , A*){0
for k2<*k2+’0 . The set (*, A*) :=[(*, ) :  # A*] is a subset of S.
For + # (k2, k2+’0] let
D++k =[(*, ) # S : *+ and _ a subcontinuum in S joining
(*, ) to (+, A+)].
We will show for + sufficiently close to *k=k2, D++k is unbounded in
[+, )_H 12? . First of all, as before (*, ) # D
++
k implies &&M(*), and
arguments like those made above regarding Ck show [(*, ) # D++k : *b]
is compact, for any b>+. It follows from this compactness and arguments
like those made regarding Ck that (+, ) # D++k implies  # B(0, r) for +
close to k2, say for k2<+’1’0 . Fix + # (k2, ’1], and suppose D++k is
bounded. Then D++k is compact and there are numbers b>+ and
r1>r>r0 such that D++k is contained in the interior of [+, b]_A(r0 , r1),
where A(r0 , r1)=B (0, r1)"B(0, r0). Let
2d=min[dist(D++k , [+, b]_A(r0 , r1)), dist(D
++
k , [b]_H
1
2?)];
then d>0. Let U=[(*, ) # [+, b]_A(r0 , r1) : dist((*, ), D++k )<d], and
K=[(*, ) # U : _ a FBS _ through  for ?* with (*, _(t)) # U
for all t # R].
Let B1=K & U. We have that D++k /K, K and B1 are compact, and no
subcontinuum of K joins D++k and B1 . By Whyburn’s separation theorem
[15], there are compact sets E and F such that
E _ F=K, E & F=<, D++k /E, and B1 /F.
We can find a bounded open set U1 such that F/U1 and E & U 1=<. Let
V=U"U 1 , and
K =[(*, ) # V : _ a FBS _ through  for ?* with (*, _(t)) # V for all t # R].
Obviously K /K and K & V=<. Thus if V *=[ : (*, ) # V ] we have
that the homotopy index h(?* , V *) is defined and independent of * # [+, b].
But h(?+ , V +)=h(?+ , A+){0 , while h(?b , V b)=h(?b , <)=0 . This con-
tradiction shows that D++k is unbounded for all + # (k
2, ’1].
By a similar argument, one can show that there is a continuum in S
joining (+, A+) to (k2, 0). One defines D+&k to the left of + # (k
2, ’1] and
shows that it must meet (k2, 0). Since it cannot be that D+&k fails to meet
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an unbounded subcontinuum of D++k (another connectedness argument),
we obtain that Ck exists with the properties ascribed. This proves the
theorem.
Example 6. Let c(x) be a continuous positive function and p>0. Then
u"(x)+*u(x)&c(x) |u(x)| p u(x)=0
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.
If g(*, x, u) satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem, then a similar
theorem holds for the differential equation
u"+*(u& g(*, x, u))=0.
The conclusions all hold for Ck for k1; the case for C0 is different, since
now C0=[0]_R.
The sign conditions in the two preceding theorems are rather important
in showing the index of A* to be nonzero, as are the relative magnitudes
of g(*, x, s) and G(*, x, s). However, the latter are important in the proof
only for s close to 0. We have the following.
Theorem 7. Suppose (g1),
g(*, x, s) s>0 for s{0 and all (*, x) # R_[0, 2?] (16)
and there are numbers %>2 and d>0 such that for all (*, x) # R_[0, 2?]
%G(*, x, s)< g(*, x, s) s for 0<|s|d, (17)
and
lim
|s|  
g(*, x, s)
s
=0, uniformly in (*, x) # R_[0, 2?]. (18)
Then Ck is unbounded and contained in [k2, )_H 12? , and meets R_[0]
only at (k2, 0). Moreover there is for each * a number m(*), independent of
k, such that &u(t, } )&m(*) if (*, u(t, } )) # Ck . Moreover, if (*, e) # Ck and
e{0 is an equilibrium (i.e., a solution of (7)) then e has 2k zeros in [0, 2?).
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 5, using the semi-
flow generated by (8) in H 12? . As in Theorem 5, Ck /[k
2, )_H 12? and
(*, e) # Ck , e{0 an equilibrium implies e # S2k . Moreover as in Theorem 5,
Ck is bounded away from [k2]_H 12? outside a neighborhood of (k
2, 0).
Thus for each =>0 there is number ’>0 such that (*, ) # Ck and
* # [k2, k2+’] implies &&=. From this it follows that for all b>k2 there
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is a number m=m(b)>0 such that (*, ) # Ck and k2*b implies
&&m(b). To show this, suppose (*n , n) # Ck & ([k2, b]_H 12? and
&n&   as n  . There is a full bounded solution _n through n
satisfying (8) at *=*n . Let ;n=supt # R &_n(t)& and let tn be such that
&_n(tn)& 12 ;n and vn(t)=_n(t+tn);n .
Then &vn(t)&1 for all t # R and a compactness argument and assumption
(18) shows that a subsequence of [(*n , vn(t))] converges on R to some
(*, v(t)) such that k2*b and u(t, x)=v(t)(x) satisfies
ut=uxx+*u, for (t, x) # R_[0, 2?]
u(t, 2?)&u(t, 0)=ux(t, 2?)&ux(t, 0)=0 for t # R
u(0, } )={0, and |u(t, x)|1 for all (t, x) # R_[0, 2?]. This implies
u(t, } )=u(0, } )= for all t # R, and  # S2k . It follows that
xx+*=0,
 # S2k , and =(x) is 2?-periodic. Hence *=k2. But this implies (*n , n)
does not stay away from [k2]_H 12? outside a neighborhood of (k
2, 0), and
this is a contradiction.
If Ck is bounded, then it is compact. To show that in fact Ck is not bounded,
we can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5. As there, we can find
numbers r>0 and ’0>0 such that B (r, 0) is an isolating neighborhood for
?* for |*&k2|’0 , and I*=[0] for k2&’0*k2. Moreover, we can
choose r so small that by (17), %G(*, (x), x)< g(*, (x), x) for |*&k2|
’0 and  # B (0, r), x # [0, 2?]. This enables us to form a Morse decomposi-
tion of I* into ([0], A*) just as in Theorem 5, and complete the proof as
for that theorem.
If the sign properties of g(*, x, s) with respect to s are reversed, the same
conclusions hold as in Theorem 8.
Theorem 8. Assume (g1), and suppose
g(*, x, s) s<0 for s{0,
there are numbers %>2 and d>0 such that
%G(*, x, s)> g(*, x, s) s for 0<|s|d,
and (18) holds. Then Ck is unbounded and contained in (&, k2]_H 12? , and
meets R_[0] only at (k2, 0). Moreover there is for each * a number m(*),
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independent of k, such that &u(t, } )&m(*) if (*, u(t, } )) # Ck . Moreover, if
(*, e) # Ck and e{0 is an equilibrium (i.e., a solution of (7)) then e has 2k
zeros in [0, 2?).
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 8, except the Ck
branch to the left, and [0] is an attractor in I* instead of a repeller.
Example 9. Let c(x)>0 be continuous and 2?-periodic. Let k # N*,
and p>0. The differential equation
u"+*u+
c(x) |u| p u
1+|u| p+1
=0
has, for each *<k2, a non-trivial 2? periodic solution with 2k zeros.
A complete analog of Theorem 5 with g(*, x, s) s<0 cannot be proved
in the same way, since there are no natural bounds on the solutions. Even
so, one can prove the following theorem, which has weaker conclusions
than those of Theorem 5. The proof is otherwise much the same.
Theorem 10. Suppose (g1),
g(*, x, s) s<0 for s{0,
and there is a number %>2 such that
%G(*, x, s)> g(*, x, s) s
for all (*, x) # R_[0, 2?] and s{0. Then Ck is unbounded and contained in
(&, k2]_H 12? , and meets R_[0] only at (k
2, 0). Moreover, if (*, e) # Ck
and e{0 is an equilibrium (i.e., a solution of (7)) then e has 2k zeros in
[0, 2?).
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